Akashic Therapy

Akashic therapy works with sacred meditation to examine the past, present, future , and between-life lives for healing,
clearing, and clarity. The Akashic Records.The Akasha is the first emanation of the Source. It is the sacred feminine. It
is the origin of everything. It creates life across all dimensions. It is the universal.23 Nov - 17 min - Uploaded by Akara
Sophia I created this video to discuss the Akashic Records & past life healing therapies which I.17 Jun - 2 min Uploaded by Valerie Elster Release Core Traumas, Fears or Beliefs in the Akashic Field and set yourself free!
Akashic.Quantum Akashic Therapy is a therapeutic journey that enables you to communicate with the
multi-dimensional aspects of yourself in order to create healing.Listen to Akashic Therapy: Unlock the Secret Records
of your Soul episodes free, on demand. In the Akashic Records, each one of us has a divine purpose that.Akashic Field
Therapy is a tool that accesses an individual's Akashic Field in order to reveal what traumatic events from the past are
creating limiting behaviors .Accessing your personal Akashic Records offers your Soul's perspective on the challenges
that you are facing in life, and assists one in.Akashic Field Therapy or AFT brings conscious awareness the patterns that
are blocking a person's full expression of their authentic spiritual self.Below, is the condensed expression of Akasha
Soul Therapy. This unique spiritual therapy is designed to accommodate the clients needs for their spiritual and.Discover
your soul's plan for your life and the how reprogramming your Akashic Records Blueprint can help you to create the life
you desire.The Akashic Records are also known as The Book of Life or your Soul Records. They are a record of every
experience your soul has had from the time you.It waits to be remembered by us in our human lives. Akashic Therapy:
Unlock the Secret Records of your Soul on VoiceAmerica - The Leader in Internet Media.Akashic Field Therapy (AFT)
s a practical application of a scientific theory released in by Ervin Laszlo, PhD. AFT is a way to gain access to
the.Therapy. I am a NLP Master Practitioner and have trained with leaders in their field Robert Dilts, Suzie Smith, Tad
James and Ian McDermott among others.Our Soul focus at Akashic Therapy is to treat you Body, Mind and Spirit and
our Zara has studied alternative therapies for the past 10 years applying learned.
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